I. Want to learn more about using the system?

Contact persons:

- Charles Chiu, chiu@physics.utexas.edu
- K. Sathasivan, sata@mail.utexas.edu (biology)
- Art Woods, art.woods@mail.utexas.edu (biology)

Information on the UT-Wireless-CPS homepage:

Sec I.2. class data:

- **Fall02**: The list of classes where the system was used in Fall 02
- **Spring03**: The list of classes has signed up using the system in the current semester

Sec. II: Class record: Fall 02

Sec. III.1. Overview of the project.

II. What to do if you plan to use the system in Spring03*?

**Online sign up:** Following CNS Multimedia Classrooms are equipped with the system: **GEA105, Pai2.48, 3.02, 4.42, RLM 6.104, 4.102, Wel 3.502**. If you will be teaching in one of these rooms and interested in using the system please do the online signup at Sec. I.2 of UT-CPS website (see the top of this page). **Deadline: 12noon, Wed. Jan 8.**

- Attend one of the Instructor/TA orientation sessions: Tentative schedule (To be confirmed by email)
  - **Thursday Jan 9, 2pm, Pai 2.48**
  - **Friday Jan 10, Pai 4.42**

*Notes: If you would like to use the system in classrooms other than those CNS-Multimedia classrooms already equipped with the cps-system listed above, you need to plan ahead. For CPN-Multimedia classrooms currently not equipped with the system, you need to submit your future usage request directly to Prof. Jeff Brumfield in the CNS-Dean’s office. For other classrooms, the instructor needs to independently explore ways to setup the system. We will be glad to share our knowledge of the system with the instructor.

III. Special Thanks to:

- Jeff Brumfield and CNS-classroom technology Team lead by Kurt Bartelmehs for installation and maintenance of the system;
- Kevin Nelson for his reliable and tireless effort in the CPS-assistant work;
- Educational Advancement Foundation and Einstruction Inc for CPS-assistantship support;
- Faculty advisors of the current-project: Jeff Brumfield, Michael Marder, Mel Oakes, Roy Schwitters;
- Physics computer group: Eric Rostetter, John Kerrigan and David Nelson; and
- CPS-users of Fall 02 (See the class data of Fall 2002, in Sec. I.2 of UT-Wireless-CPS homepage).